
The Reveal Frame™



 

Order online at www.theprintfoundry.co.uk 
or call us 020 3212 2024 for more information.

The Amazing 
Reveal Frame™

Our own creation, designed to help Photographers 
and Artists create impact and increase sales.  The 
Reveal Frame™ can hold 2 images at a time 
layered on top of each other, simply peel the top 
layer and reveal the second hidden print.

Reveal prints are produced to the same fine art 
quality as our standard prints but on an innovative 
ferrous film.  This is then specifically designed to 
work with the Reveal Frame™ magnetic panel and 
deliver the perfect system.

Use it as a demo product.! Wow customers during 
the viewing session, by unveiling their image on 
the final finished frame.  They then purchase the 
permanent / fixed version of the same product.

Alternatively, revamp your whole studio and go 
from Newborn Photography to Family Portraits in 
seconds. This will help you display the right images 
to the right type of customers.

Images courtesy of Magdalena Sienika & Sarah Wilkes
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AVAILABLE IN 7 SIZES:

Portrait or
Landscape:
20 x 16
24 x 16
30 x 20
36 x 24

Square:
20 x 20
24 x 24
30 x 30

• Printed on an innovative ferrous film

• A glassless frame with interchangeable prints

• Sealed with a smooth matte finish

• Available in our shallow and deep tray frames

• Hi-definition 12 colour print quality

• Frame Production: 10 working days

• Replacement Prints: 3 - 5 working days

http://www.theprintfoundry.co.uk/
http://www.theprintfoundry.co.uk/


How the Reveal Frame™ can work for you:

The Ultimate Sales Tool

Personalise the product to the client. Order a print and have it back to you 
before your clients viewing. Their print can be hidden behind another image (or 
logo), then at the end of the viewing session, reveal it as your favourite from the 
shoot ‘here’s one I made earlier’ and get the wow & goosebumps feeling from 
the client.

Confidence & Connection

There is little relevance in showing off your latest pet portraits to the newborn 
session about to arrive. Instil confidence in the client and build an instant connect 
by displaying the type of images they are coming to you for. 

The Big Switcheroo

Home Studio? Switch between your own family pictures and your latest work 
when clients come for viewings and shoots. This also shows clients the style and 
size you are happy to display in your own home, making the introduction of 
products to your packages much easier.

Shows & Events

For shows and events, you can now easily display your latest work for the world 
to see without trawling several large products everywhere. The Reveal Frame™ 
can be rotated between Landscape & Portrait to fit in with your exhibition space. 
With 2 prints held per product, you could even test out different images during 
the show to see which has a better response.

Window & Reception Displays

Perfect for high street studios. Display your Reveal Frames™ in your windows 
and change images regularly at low cost and create impact, convey key seasonal 
messaging and special offers.

Location Displays 
Sponsored location displays have always been a valuable marketing tool, but  
now don’t need to cost the earth and can be updated to keep them looking 
fresh. Whether you have large products on display at a specific wedding venue,  
franchise of pet grooming stores, or a sponsored wing at a maternity ward, you 
can now update the images regularly for impact and to keep them relevant to 
your current style. Don’t forget to always add your branding to the front of  
each print.

Demonstration video at The Newborn Show 2018
ORDER NOW

https://youtu.be/fOz9pfgPpNI
http://www.theprintfoundry.co.uk/


Tel: 020 3212 2024
Email: info@theprintfoundry.co.uk
www.theprintfoundry.co.uk

All prices are subject to vat. & delivery where applicable.

Reveal Prints Only:

16” x 20”  - £18
16” x 24”  - £20
20” x 20”  - £20

16” x 20”  - £99
16” x 24”  - £99
20” x 20”  - £99

24” x 24”  - £29
30” x 20”  - £30

24” x 24”  - £149
30” x 20”  - £149

30” x 30”  - £43
36 x 24”   - £42

30” x 30”  - £199
36 x 24”   - £199

What will it cost?

ORDER NOW

The Reveal Frame™ Product:  (Each frame includes 2 x prints)

mailto:info%40theprintfoundry.co.uk?subject=The%20Print%20Foundry%20Enquiry
http://www.theprintfoundry.co.uk/
http://www.theprintfoundry.co.uk/
http://www.theprintfoundry.co.uk/

